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Well somehow I seem to have survived my first edition as your Club News
editor and thank you to those of you that contacted me with words of
encouragement. Thank you also to those of you that have sent in contributions,
keep them coming because your contributions are vital to the News. I am sorry
about the poor quality of some of the photographs in the last edition; I have
been in contact with the printer with a view to see how we might do better in
the future.
You will see a couple of letters in this edition regarding the matter of post
vintage machines. I am not going to get involved in the debate here except to
encourage you to continue to send in letters putting forward arguments both
for and against the introduction of post vintage machines.
The Club stand has been present at a couple of meetings and these events are
reported elsewhere in this issue. John Buckingham is taking the lead on this,
the aim being to increase the profile of the Club with a view to attracting more
members. I am sure that John would be grateful of any photographs, or other
items of interest that we might display on the stand, and of course support at
events would also be appreciated.
In addition to the usual items, this edition of the Club News contains a
different account of the Pioneer Run, another in the series on motorcycling
personalities, a book review, an article on early carburetters, a note about the
23rd Garden of England Run, a report on the Drive It Day, Off the Saddle, a
report of my visit to the VMCC Library, a note in response to concerns about old
vehicles being legislated off the road and some more Pioneer photographs.
Best wishes

John Hodson

Tel: 01322 524567

johnh587@googlemail.com

Vice Presidents
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu, P Donaldson, I D McGill
Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club Ltd

Registered in England No. 3011502

Registered Office: ETM Consulting Limited, The Old Stables, Hendal Farm, Groombridge, East Sussex, TN3 9NU
Web: www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk

All makes catered for. Veteran (pre-1915), Vintage (1915-1930) and Sporting Trials (pre-1965 and modern)
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Tony Lloyd

Lew Cullwick
It is sad to report the passing of long standing and faithful Sunbeam Club
member Lew Cullwick. Lew, from Romney Marsh, was a regular entrant in our
various veteran and vintage activities; he entered the Pioneer Run 38 times. A
member of the Rudge Enthusiasts Club, Lew rode a Rudge Multi with sidecar.
A trustee of the Scuba Trust, Lew did much for the trust by organising events
and in support of disabled divers.
A familiar and welcome face at all our events, he is missed by many - we offer
our condolences to family and friends.
Lew passed away last September at the age of 64. Unfortunately, once again,
we only heard about this quite recently.

Baz Staple

tte
Le

With sadness we have to record the passing of Maurice Stelling from Croydon.
Maurice was a stalwart of the veteran and vintage scene in the Sunbeam
and several other clubs. His machines included a 1914 Triumph 550cc and a
1940 Matchless WD which Maurice campaigned in authentic Don R uniform.
Maurice entered the Pioneer Run 34 times. He was riding up to 2 years ago
until ill health forced him to give up.
Apart from regularly seeing him on rallies I often used to bump into him in a
well known Croydon ironmongers. He was well-liked in the store by customers
and staff and could be relied on to answer any tricky practical questions which
arose.
Maurice passed away last September at the grand age of 83. Unfortunately
we only heard about this quite recently.
Our sympathies go to his wife, son and two daughters.

rs

Maurice Stelling

The Editor

(details inside front cover)

Regards
Alan Plowman

re: Pioneer Run

Sadly Wyndham Rees died suddenly, at Glangwili Hospital, on Wednesday,
August 20th, 2008, aged 60 years. Wyndham lived in Crymych, Pembrokeshire.
He was interested in old cars and motorcycles and rode on his 1914 Triumph
in the 2006, 2007 and 2008 Pioneer Runs. Wyndham’s son Iwan who has taken
over the Triumph has joined our club and rode the Pioneer run on it this year.

Peter Donaldson
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Send your comments to :

re: Pioneer Run
Hi
I had a brilliant day on the 22nd and this short note is to tell you about my
ride on Sunday on a 1912 Douglas. This was my second Pioneer run on the
little Duggi and as I said to the commentator at the finish, it was one of the best
days on a motorcycle I have ever had. What helped it to be such a good day this
year? I pulled into a layby on the dual carriageway just outside Brighton, the
Duggi was puffing a bit so I thought I would give her a rest, anyway there was
a guy in leathers watching the bikes go past, he asked if he could help. Then his
mother appeared dressed in a full Belstaff over suit and a pair of NATO combat
boots, on talking to the pair I found out they were from Buckinghamshire and
had ridden up that morning. The bike they were on was, I think, either a Jawa
or an MZ, not sure about that. Well there isn’t anything clever about that is
there? Not until I tell you the lady was the grand old age of 94 and she was so
full of life, she had got a sparkle in her eye when I took her picture sat on the
Duggi, which was slightly older than her. Unfortunately she couldn’t get off so
we almost lifted her off. Just thought it might be of interest to you. Brilliant day
on a bike, thanks to all.

David Wyndham Rees
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing
photo that you would like to share with the Club?

Sunbeam Club News

Dear John,
Firstly welcome as editor of our club magazine. I hope you will enjoy the
job and stay for a long time. I’m looking forward to some of your proposed
articles. Do you think you can do something about the pictures as some seem
rather dark?
Now I would like to say a big thank you to the organisers and everyone who
helped in the running of the Pioneer Run. Once again for me a super event to
enjoy from start to finish.
Some of you may remember a couple of years ago I had a moan about riders
June 2009
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in the Pioneer Run starting well out of order and start time. I noticed the
following year much the same. So this year when I sent in my entry I enclosed
a note saying I would like to help at the start line and let me be last rider away.
The job I took at the start was to raise and lower the rope allowing riders into
the start area. It very soon became obvious how riders were setting off out of
numbered order. The mayor was flagging away riders very quickly regardless
of their start time. So to keep the mayor with something to do riders were
being called forward before their start time. This then caused some confusion
with riders arriving at their correct start time, seeing riders of a much higher
start time already in the starting pen. Also I had several members of the public
ask me had certain riders already gone when seeing riders of a much higher
number. The second problem was the riders themselves. Many, many riders
made no attempt or very little attempt to get themselves to the start area near
their start time. At times it was very frustrating seeing riders astride their
machine but making no attempt to come forward. By the time we were half way
through Class Three we were running nearly ten minutes early.
So to me I see we have two problems, a mayor that is not briefed regarding
start time and riders making little or no attempt to start on time.
The Pioneer Run is advertised as the world’s largest gathering of veteran
motor cycles. It has a superb programme with publishing start time for each
rider. It is without doubt the premier event in the world for veteran machines.
It should be respected as such.
I know of others who have similar feelings to me regarding this issue. I hope
we are not in the minority as I feel that if it is not resolved it will get worse year
on year and the Pioneer Run will suffer.
I’m sure others will have different views; I would like to hear what they are.
Yours sincerely,
Richard Mummery

re: 1930 Rule
KEEP THE PRE 1930 RULE AND EXPAND ON IT
I like many who have joined the Sunbeam Club, joined because of our love
of old bikes, probably most joined to ride The Pioneer Run, like I do and enjoy
the whole day.
To me the Sunbeam Club epitomises the older bikes and I try to support some
of the events organised by the enthusiasts for enthusiasts, I mainly ride pre ’30
machines and prefer veteran rides which I manage quite a few over the twelve
months but am getting disillusioned with runs allowing later bikes in, i.e. post
’30 up to pre ’40, especially when they have the benefit and encouragement
of 1/being allowed in and 2/ at a cheaper rate even than veterans as in The
Garden of England Run, post ’30 £5, pre ’30 £8, to me this is wrong, we should
6
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be encouraging the older bikes not the newer ones, if we are not careful, in a
few years time we’ll end up like the VMCC - a modern bike club. More yellow
number plates and flashing indicators than rigid rear ends !!!!
And while I am on the grumpy O/M route, organisers please give out
Trophy’s to ‘Riders’ not trailered machines !! Or no trophies at all , why do we
need them ?
Ken Lee

re: Post Vintage Bikes
At the AGM, the issue of including Post Vintage bikes was discussed and was
agreed that this would be put to a vote of members before allowing these to
take part in any further club runs. It must be noted that the AGM briefing in the
April Club News states only that this will be resolved before 2010.
I was therefore very surprised to receive an entry form for the Garden of
England Run, which not only included a PV class but at a reduced entry fee.
Were the committee aware of this and if they were aware, what was their
justification or was this an “accidental inclusion”. It will be interesting to see
how many are entered and indeed, how many of these riders would usually
enter veteran & vintage machines.
The letter sent with the recent questionnaire on this subject appears to
be totally biased in favour of the inclusion and does not seem to have any
relevance to the questions asked. This could have been answered by reference
to the organisers of the event programmes. Whilst we realise that there is
always a limit to the number of questions you can ask, perhaps one of the most
important should have been; do you own a veteran, vintage and or post vintage
machine. This would have given a truer picture of the range of machines
owned by the club members.
The introduction of post vintage machine to our events was raised in 1995 on
a similar basis. At that time members did not want to change the club and it did
not go forward. Thirteen years on, the Club is stronger than ever.
Like many people, we originally joined the Sunbeam MCC as Jane was not
happy riding a vintage motorcycle in another clubs runs and wanted to use her
vintage bike in events with other similar machines.
Thanks to Baz and others sterling efforts to publicise the Club and what it
offers, we have had an influx of new members. These people have joined the
club on the basis of what we do at the moment - not because we might admit
post vintage in the future. One thing that needs to be taken into account is that
these new members may decide not to renew their membership if we change
the events, as the number of runs for veteran and vintage only would be
reduced and they could still ride in the events as a non member. Further, it is
highly possible that a number of existing members would also take this action
June 2009
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especially if it is cheaper to do so.
Our downfall has always been that we do not put ourselves forward enough.
If we continue with publicity, there is no reason to believe that we should not
continue for many years.
Post vintage machines are not generally owned by younger riders, indeed, the
majority of people who own post vintage machines also own vintage and/or
veterans as well. Younger riders are far more likely to own “classic Japanese”
machines as these are similar to the machines of today which they are likely to
own, ride and easily to relate to.
Although we are asked not to refer to “another club”, it is interesting to note
that the arguments that were offered for the introduction of PV are the same as
those used by members of the other club. As has been the case with them, if we
allow PV it will, albeit slowly, take over. If we wish to use later machinery, we
could do so through many other clubs.
We believe that, as it stands, the Club has a unique niche market which has
served it reasonably well so far, and with its recently increased visibility stands
out from almost all other current clubs’ offerings.
The Club has a long history and should be proud of it and continue without
changing its nature. On that basis, we believe that the proposed changes would
relegate the club to just another “run of the mill” club, with little if any to
distinguish it from the many others available.
Yours truly,
Jane & Ian Akers

23rd Garden of England Run 12th July
The Garden of England Run comes round again in July when it will be run for
the 23rd time.
Most people seem to have enjoyed last year’s event and we are going to run it
in much the same format. We have the usual three classes for Veterans, Vintage
(pre-31) and Veteran/Vintage Three-wheelers. It’s open to all, including
non-members. This year as a demonstration class only we are including
Pre-War Classics.
Regs were sent out to all on the mailing list in April. New entries from
members and non-members are always welcome so if you are not already
on the mailing list phone or e-mail Tony Lloyd (make sure you head e-mails
“Garden of England” so that we know it’s not spam). Entry forms are also
available on the club website. www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk go to Events Calendar
and click box for Entry Forms.
There was considerable confusion last year because the landowner changed
our entry gate at the last minute. The change was due to sheep-grazing rotation
and we have to respect this. Sincere apologies; this year look for the Sunbeam
banners to mark our entry gate.
Routes and venue have been stabilised for several years now and seem to be
generally popular, so mixture as before, about 40 miles for the Short Course
and 50 miles for the Long Course. Lunch stop, mid-way, will once again be at
The Lord Raglan, Rabbit’s Cross. However some entrants dis-like the nadgery
bits. These have been kept in to provide a little bit of sporting challenge. So the
Final Instructions will include instructions on avoiding these sections.
We have a good established team of regular supporters and helpers now but
any offers of help in route-marking, site set-up, marshalling or recovery will be
welcomed with open arms.
I’m afraid that entries and meals have gone up in price but we only aim to
break even and I hope the increases are acceptable.
Let's hope for our usual good weather.

Tony Lloyd

Club Membership Renewals
Each year we experience a slowness or non payment of some renewal
subscriptions. As I write this we still have 15 subscriptions unpaid by folk who
have been with us for a number of years. Each year we ask that if someone
intends to leave the Club please to let us know. It seems a folly that here we
are almost half way through the year still prompting a few members to pay
up, and yet we do wish to give plenty of opportunity to people who have
genuinely forgotten. For next year the Committee have decided that we will
start the request for subscriptions, which should be with the Club before 1st
January 2010, with the 2009 October Club News instead of the December Club
News as formerly.

Thanks to Jane
In the April Club News I expressed thanks to past magazine editors, I quite
unwittingly omitted Jane Akers who was of course an important part of the
Akers editorial team, so many thanks to Jane also.

Baz Staple

Peter Donaldson
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23rd Garden of England Run
Sunday 12th July 2009
at the Headcorn Airfield
Nr Headcorn, Kent, TN27 9HX

Club Nights at Chiddingly
These are held on the 1st Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house,
Chiddingly, Sussex, BN8 6HE Tel:01825 872227 OS grid ref, TQ 543142.

Club Nights at Chiddingly Future Dates

Arrive 10.30am

June 4th

Another visit to N P Veterans, Horam to inspect their veteran
and vintage vehicle ongoing work – leave 6 Bells 7pm arrive
The Old Dairy, Marle Green, Horam TN21 9HP 7.30pm

July 2nd

Club run to The Roebuck at Wych Cross leave 6 Bells - 7.30pm,
Steve Whymark leading

August 6th

Fish & Chips, Trawlers, Seaford.
Bill Pile leading, leave Six Bells - 7.30pm

September 3rd

Talk by Howard German on his exploits - 8pm

October 1st

Talk by Johnny Giles on his ISDT times - 8pm

November 5th

Talk by Roy Robertson,
Vincent racer and will bring along his Special - 8pm

Pre booked lunches available at the pub.
Details off the club website or
Phone 01737 555413.
Past entrants should have received entry forms through the post.

Book Review
Coventry’s Motorcycle Heritage by Damien Kimberley
The book claims to contain an alphabetical list of all known Coventry
motorcycle manufacturers and marques to date (but it does not include the
Coventry Crest!) It is certainly a very comprehensive and readable account of
the motorcycle products of Coventry covering the period 1880 to 1982. A useful
detailed account is given of each manufacturer over their period of operation.
In addition, there are interesting biographical notes of several motor industry
personalities such as Harry Lawson, Muriel Hind and Siegfried Bettmann.
Appendices to the book cover: Manufacturers with Close Links to Coventry,
Motorcycle Mysteries, Coventry Sidecar Manufacturers, a Timeline of Events
and Manufacturing Dates.
Sadly, but almost inevitably for a book of this complexity, there are mistakes
and a couple of examples are given here. Sunbeam Club members with 1920’s
Coventry Eagle Flying 8’s will be surprised to read that the Flying 8 was
not introduced until 1930! It was actually produced from 1923 to 1932. It is
stated that Coventry Eagle ceased motorcycle production in 1950 but they
never produced motorcycles again after their factories were destroyed in the
Coventry Blitz of 1940. Despite the errors this book is recommended as a must
for the motorcyclist’s library.
Published in 2009 by The History Press (www.thehistorypress.co.uk).
Available from on-line bookshops or major bookshops for £14.99.
ISBN 978-0-7509-5125-8.

Club Nights at London Colney
The Scott Owners Club have invited us to their meetings. These meetings are
held on the second Tuesday of each month and start at 8pm. The venue is The
Broadlakes Lodge Social Club Ltd, Shenley Lane, London Colney, AL2 1DG
and is just south of St Albans on the B5378 (Shenley Lane) half a mile north of
the junction with the B556. All Sunbeam Club members are welcome to join
them.

John Hodson
10
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Letter from Chris Mawer to Brian Higgins,
Chairman Motocross Committee, ACU

Letter from Chris Mawer to Brian Higgins, Chairman Motocross Committee,
ACU, in response to letters from the Chairman of the MC Federation and Mr
Higgins.
The statement and letter below are included at the request of Chris Mawer
the Trials Secretary and Baz Staple the SMCC Chairman.
In February 2009 Mr Brian Higgins, Chairman of the ACU Motocross
Committee, obtained a copy of a letter sent by Mr Matt Bates, Chairman of
the MC Federation, to various clubs. The letter contained an invitation to Club
Principals to their launch at Silverstone.
In a letter of the 9th February to Club Secretaries, Centre Secretaries and
National Council Delegates, Mr Higgins outlines the advantages, including
the ACU Insurance Schemes, to members of the ACU. The support and assistance provided by the ACU is described. In conclusion Mr Higgins says “We
therefore hope that you will see the benefits of remaining under the umbrella
of the ACU”.
THE SUNBEAM MOTOR CYCLE CLUB
Affiliated to the A.C.U
(South Eastern Centre)
Member of the F.B.H.V.C.
FOUNDED 1924

Chris Mawer.

Rev. David Scott
I would like to offer my services to Club members for Christenings,
Weddings, Funerals or any other way I may be able to help and support you.
I can be contacted at:
23, Wilmington Way, Patcham, Brighton, East Sussex, BN1 8JH.

We have been able to arrange with this old established lubricant specialist
that we can purchase their specially formulated oils for older vehicles with a
Sunbeam Club discount, either via our website or by telephoning 01782 410391
quoting Sunbeam MCC. By either means the buyer enjoys a 20% discount and
there is a further 10% to club funds. One can also discuss any problems and
get advice on any form of lubrication query.

Re: Brian Higgins Letter- 9th February 2009
The Chairman of the Club has asked me to reply to you regarding the above letter on
current events affecting the ACU and motor cycle sport.
From our letter head you will see we have an equally strong tradition to preserve
and from the out set we were affiliated to the ACU and continue to give our utmost
support.
Apart from our first year, when we were a one make Club we have been active as an
organisation, and definitely our Members have, in all aspects of motor cycle sport. In
our ‘halcyon’ days of the fifties and sixties under the guidance of Mr. Venables we led
the way.
With ‘Scrambles’ and the ‘Point to Point’, surely the forerunner of today’s Enduros,
we organised National events, and won Cups for best Club in Trials at home and
abroad. All the ‘works riders’ of the time were Sunbeam members, which were always
part of ACU championships.
At the time we were noted for our Sprint events, which through a specialist sport,
featured many famous Road Racers in the results.
We never forgot the needs of the ordinary Clubman, with Social events, Club runs
and Road trials which all could enjoy knowing that they were covered by the ACU
‘umbrella’.
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Yours sincerely,

Morris Oils

Dear Gary,
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In today’s world we are aware of ‘the competition’ organisation, and the Insurance cover
improvements for organisers has been noted and appreciated by the many volunteers.
Moto Cross is the current ‘battleground’ for the finance opportunities which many can
see – perhaps integration and ‘takeover’ by you as the ‘senior’ partner is demanded.
However, you will have our full support for the ‘bold’ measures which you will have
to take to ensure you maintain the ‘leadership’ in the sport.

Sunbeam Club News

Baz Staple

An Apology
Apologies to Committee Members, Bill Brown and Guy Haffenden, whose
names slipped off the bottom of the page of 2009 AGM appointments in the
April edition of the Sunbeam News.

Ian McGill Hon. Secretary
Motorcycling is Good for Your Health
Grandpa started riding 30 miles a day when he was 60, he’s 97 years old now
and we haven’t a clue where he is.

June 2009
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Some Early Motorcycle Carburetters

Pioneer Run 2009
869 photo’s from 4 route locations
on a memory stick.
View all of these through your computer.
Super Value at £10.00 inc p&p.
Cheques to: B R Somerville
Equipe Ajax,
Flat 9, Broadwater Boulevard,
Rectory Gardens,
Worthing,
West Sussex, BN14 8JF

When it comes to writing an article on early carburetters the first problem
is the correct spelling of the name of these devices. Is it carburetor as the
Americans spell it, carburettor as my spell checker tells me or carburetter?
Many years ago as a lad working in a chemical laboratory I used a calibrated
glass tube called a burette for measuring liquids. As a carburetter is partly a
measuring device then the word carburetter is probably a derivative of burette
and, for me and most of the early British carburetter manufacturers, this is
probably the correct spelling.
The role of the carburetter is to provide the engine with the correct proportions of fuel vapour and air and in the correct quantity. This proved quite a
challenge for the early motorcycle engineers as the quantity of petrol required
depends on, amongst other things, the speed of the engine, the chemical
composition of the fuel and the ambient temperature.
Fig. 1 - Wolfmueller Carburetter

47th Graham Walker Memorial Run
Sunday 9th August 2009
The National Motor Museum,
Beaulieu, Hampshire, SO42 7ZN
Arrive from 09.30am. Road run starts at 1.30pm.
Many other attractions on site, a day for the whole family.
Concession tickets available, book with your entry form.
Details off the Club website or
Phone 01293-771446.
Past entrants will receive entry forms through the post.

14
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The Surface Carburetter was one of the first devices to be used for combining
air and petrol. In the early days of motoring petrol was more volatile than fuel
available at later dates and this was important for the function of the surface
carburetter. A typical surface carburetter is the Wolfmueller shown in Figure 1.
The carburetter tank was filled with fuel to a height maintained just below the
level of the main air inlet pipe (a). The air was directed onto the surface of the
fuel and the resultant air and petrol vapour mixture passed through a gauze
safety screen (b) to a mixing valve (c). The vapour initially produced was too
rich and the function of the mixing valve was to add extra air. The amount of
fuel air mixture supplied to the engine was controlled by a throttle (d) and the
auxiliary air was controlled by another throttle (e).
The De Dion Bouton carburetter was another surface type and was very
similar in action to the Wolfmueller except that it was improved in some
details.

Probably the first true carburetter, in a form that we might recognise today,
was Wilhelm Maybach’s float feed carburetter described in his patent specification of 1893. A later form of this carburetter, incorporating several years of
further development, is shown in Figure 3. A stream of petrol was discharged
from the jet (a) into a current of air drawn in from the outside along passage
(b) by the action of the falling piston on the induction stroke. The petrol and air
mixed together, before flowing into the cylinder. The replenishment of the float
chamber to a constant fuel level is by a float activated needle valve (c) and this
arrangement has changed little over the years. This simple carburetter worked
well provided that the jet was of the correct size for the engine.

Figure 3 - Improved Maybach Carburetter

Figure 2 - Wick Feed Carburetter

The Wick Feed carburetter in Figure 2 was also used on early motorcycles
and a particularly successful version of this device was fitted to the Lanchester
car. Petrol was drawn to the top of a tank (a) by capillary action in the wicks
(b). Air passing over the wicks mixed with the petrol vapour given off to form
the required explosive gas. The proportions of fuel and air were regulated by
a shutter (c) moved up and down in the inlet pipe (d). When the shutter was
in the uppermost position the mixture was at its richest as most of the air was
directed past the wicks, when the shutter was at the lowest position the mixture
was at its weakest. A throttle (e) controlled the amount of fuel air mixture entering the engine. Petrol was supplied to the tank via a needle valve (f).
16
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Continental derivatives of Maybach’s original design were produced by
Longuemare, De Dion Bouton, Krebs and Vaurs and were followed by Brown &
Barlow and AMAC designs, in around 1903, in the UK. Wilhelm Maybach also
designed the first Mercedes car.

John Hodson
June 2009
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Some Experiences of Using a Surface Carburetter
Following up on the article on carburetters, I wondered if some practical
observations using surface carburetters would be of interest to those who
haven’t experienced these early attempts to fire-up engines. There can be two
interpretations on the word fire-up.
I ran a 1903 Rex which had a surface carburetter and automatic inlet valve
between 1981 and 1993 in the Pioneer and other events, it should have had a
trembler coil also for ignition but I cheated and fitted a normal coil. The necessary fuel was SBP1 which is essentially more volatile than normal fuel and this
was carried in the top tank and below this was a carburetter tank. The method

The Rex Tank Including Surface
Carburetter

was to open a valve in the fuel tank to allow a one inch depth of fuel to drop
into the carburetter tank. This depth could be judged by a stiff wire protruding
through both tanks, the bottom of the wire having a float or cork in the carburetter tank. Once approximately one inch was shown on the wire you closed
18
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off the valve. The carburetter tank
also had to have an adjustable vent
(or chimney as it was called) to
allow air to feed into the tank.
My Rex had a two handled horizontal tube on the top tank to manipulate the air flow and to adjust the
flow of the vaporised fuel. From
this device there was a long tube to
the automatic inlet valve. Into this
tube it was important to fit several
gauzes to trap any possible flash
back should the engine backfire. I
fitted seven gauzes in mine, but in
the years I rode it the engine never
backfired – fortunately! Although
when I fired it up for the first
time in the garage, Jenny stood by
with the fire extinguisher! Despite
not knowing the various necessary
The Rex Fuel Tank
settings of controls the engine fired
up with the first revolution of the pedals, surprise, surprise!
There are now several interesting features concerning using surface carburetters. Firstly you need to find a source of SBP1. This is produced by several refineries for dry cleaning, quick drying resins, glues and as a solvent, but when you
contact the producers they are loathe to sell it for internal combustion engines
because of customs and excise difficulties so you need to navigate round this
problem.
Having done so, riding with this method does keep you on your toes, the
adjustment of air and fuel by levers is well known by us all, but you also need to
ensure you keep at least one inch of fuel in the carburetter tank, easy to overlook
this when you are negotiating traffic and having to occasionally pump oil.
When the fuel gets low the engine gets progressively more lethargic but there
is another reason also for oncoming lethargy and that is if you are going along a
very smooth stretch of road, (a rare occurrence today). A smooth terrain means
there is insufficient agitation for the fuel to evaporate. This can be overcome by
either letting some more fuel into the carburetter tank or by shaking the bike
from side to side as you ride, both methods will give the necessary turbulence
and evaporation. Conversely of course, on a very bumpy road the bike will act
like a testosterone filled stallion and you have difficulty reining your mount
in.
As you can see, they do make an interesting challenge, but that’s what we like
isn’t it? Ask Ted Finch, he has a surface carburetter Minerva.

Baz Staple
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VERRALLS

Bemsee (British Motor Cycle Racing Club) Centenary
Meeting and the E.G.P. Enterprises Motorcycle Show
and Autojumble at Kempton Park

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

Bemsee the world’s oldest motor cycle racing club was founded in 1909 and
there Centenary Meeting was held at Brands Hatch over the weekend of
18-19th April. John Buckingham organised the Sunbeam MCC stand at the
meeting. Motorcycles
on display included
1909 FN 2hp, 1912
Bradbury
554cc,
1912 Levis 2hp, 1912
Rudge Multi 499cc,
1913 Rudge Multi
6hp, 1913 Hazlewood,
1913 Wilkinson 830cc,
1913 Rudge Multi 6hp,
1914 Calthorpe Junior
175cc, 1924 Coventry
The Sunbeam Club at the Bemsee Centenary Meeting
Eagle 348cc, Rudge
Ulster and Velocette. There was a steady stream of visitors to the stand over the
weekend and John and other volunteers responded to questions and provided appropriate literature including membership application forms. It was
good to meet a wide
range of Sunbeam
MCC members from
different parts of the
country. An enjoyable and useful time
was had by all.
The Club also had
a presence at the
Motorcycle
Show
and Autojumble held
at Kempton Park on
Saturday 10th May.
Once again John
The Sunbeam Club at the E.G.P. Enterprises Motorcycle Show
Buckingham organand Autojumble at Kempton Park
ised the stand and he
was supported by a band of willing volunteers. Bikes on display this time
were an FN, a Coulson B and a Velocette. Attendance at the show was another
effort at raising the profile of the Sunbeam Club and there was certainly a lot
of interest in our stand. Let’s hope that the interest turns into new members.

(Handcross) Ltd.

WANTED
We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com

John Hodson
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Club Questionnaire

Thank you to those who have responded to our Questionnaire which all helps
to get a grip on our membership profile. However, there are a number of
notable individuals who have not responded and could I urge them please
to let us have their comments which would be most helpful. Even if you are
a non riding member, we would still like your response. Please note to send
these forms direct to me since I am helping Ian out on this subject.

Baz Staple
Support Your Club Events

I would like to make a plea for members to please support our events, both
Trials and Veteran and Vintage.
Having recently made a study of events covering the past 14 years on the
Veteran & Vintage side, it is apparent that entry numbers are steadily declining, particularly in the past four years, despite the fact that membership of the
club is actually increasing. The only events which are bucking the trend are the
Pioneer and the two short term residential events, namely the Warwickshire
Weekend and the Shropshire Mid Week Break. These two have both enjoyed
record entries this year and last.
Any comments or explanations of the growing shortfall on other events
would be appreciated i.e. are people getting fed up with the same routes, so is
it time for a revamp?

Baz Staple

Percy L Mayo of Coventry Eagle
Percy Lawrence Mayo was born in 1891, the third son of Edmund and Hannah
Mayo. Edmund Mayo was one of the founders of Hotchkiss, Mayo and Meek,
later to become the Coventry Eagle Cycle and Motor Company, Limited. In
the First World War Percy worked as a designer at the Coventry Ordnance
works before enlisting with the Royal Army Service Corps. He served in
France, firstly as a Private, but he was later promoted to Second Lieutenant. At
some time Percy met George Brough, perhaps when Brough was working for
White and Poppe Ltd., the engine manufacturers, in Coventry. According to
Percy’s obituary notice and letters written by Harold Karslake, Percy worked
for George Brough after the First World War.
Some people consider that Percy was responsible for much of the work of
designing the first Brough Superior motorcycle. For example, in his obituary
notice he is credited with work on designing the first Brough Superior motorcycle. Apparently Bob Currie considered that the distinctive shape of the Brough
petrol tank was due to Percy. In an article in the Vintage Motor Cycle Club
magazine LH Nutt mentions that Douglas Mayo gave his uncle Percy much of
the credit for most of the first Brough Superior’s design work. Perhaps surprisingly, Ronald Clark makes no mention of Percy Mayo’s involvement with
Brough in his biography of George Brough, a comment about the similarity of
the two motorcycles and the fact that the two had worked together would not
have been unreasonable.
Even allowing for differences in production philosophy, for example,
Brough’s focussing on a niche market, attention to design detail and careful
quality control and Coventry Eagle’s wish to produce motorcycles in larger
numbers, there are many similarities between the Brough Superior and the
Coventry Eagle Flying Eight. Some writers have suggested that the Coventry
Eagle Flying Eight is simply an inferior copy of the Brough Superior. However,
we should note that in 1921 Coventry Eagle registered the design of a bulbous
tank; not that this seems to have prevented Brough from using a tank of
similar design. Coventry Eagle introduced a large V twin into their range in
1915, some years before the first Brough Superior V twin appeared and the
first Flying 8 appeared in 1923.
I don’t suppose we shall ever know how much influence Percy Mayo had on
the design of the first Brough Superior motorcycle, what the relationship was
between Percy and George or what the disagreement was that caused them to
part.
After his brief spell with George Brough Percy returned to Coventry Eagle,
where, in addition to the Flying Eight, he designed the pressed steel frame
models. Specialising in motorcycle design, Percy Mayo spent most of his
working life at Coventry Eagle. He died at Weymouth in May 1972.

John Hodson
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Some More Pioneer Photographs
(Kindly Provided by Equipe Ajax see their advertisement elsewhere
in this issue)
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March Thoughts
The late great Frank Zappa said once that talking about music is like fishing
about architecture. So it is with motorcycling—and, come to that, with a lot
of other things in life. Talking isn’t doing. Talking is what you do before or
after the doing gets done. Which is why talking about motorcycles, or music,
is never really satisfactory.
Standing around a bike, veteran, vintage or otherwise, and kicking the tyres
and talking nonsense about cams and pistons and clutch hubs is analogous
to, say, standing around a trombone discussing crotchets and quavers and
semibreves. There is a place for it, of course. That’s why God made intellectuals, trainspotters, and anoraks. But it’s no substitute for actually listening to
Dvorak’s New World Symphony—or, for that matter, Led Zeppelin’s Whole
Lotta Love.
These were pretty much the thoughts running through my head sometime
late last year when I conceived the idea of a Pioneer Run eBook. I was perched
at my computer drinking tea and sifting through a stack of digital pictures that
I’d taken a year or so earlier with a fairly ordinary domestic pocket camera
(now I’ve got an ordinary industrial camera, but the images don’t seem to
have improved much).
Anyway, there must have been a couple of hundred images in the stack, most
of which were fired off like sniper shots as I darted Ninja-fashion between
the moving targets of the day who were, no doubt, busy thinking about the
mechanical crochets and quavers of the machinery they were straddling—and
perhaps making mental bets with themselves on just how far they thought
they were going to get this year.
It was, incidentally, the first time I’d been on the Pioneer Run. Correction; it
was the first time I’d been to the place where a lot of other people were going
on the Pioneer Run. I was a watcher that day. And something of a talker too.
I’d always meant to get along there to Epsom, mind. For about 25 years
actually. But sliding out of bed at 6.00 am on a grey, blustery March morning
has always been only a marginally more agreeable thought than having a
hernia, and March seems to get a little greyer and a little more blustery every
year. Must be the March of time or something.
Regardless, I was looking at the aforementioned pictures and wondering
how best to use them, if at all, when I remembered a new piece of computer
software that I’d picked up recently. It ought to be called hardware, incidentally. Not software. Because the hardware is generally the easy (or soft) part,
and the software is the hard stuff. But that’s by the by.
This particular piece of extra hard, mind-numbing, Rubik, mental thumbscrew was a program designed to allow the digital pages of a document to
turn on screen, with all features controlled by right-clicking your mouse. Easy
peasy.
A few days, weeks later, having manned my work station in much the same
way that sailors manned their guns during WW2 Atlantic convoys, I more or
less had the thing by the throat. Picture wise, anyway.
A lot of images couldn’t be used. Images, for instance, of the Pioneer riders
June 2009
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who’d had the temerity to ride the event wearing Day-Glo jackets, full faced
crash helmets and various other forms of modern riding apparel more suited to
Thruxton than the A23 (and I’ve got all your numbers, by the way, so expect a
visit sometime soon …).
Many other images couldn’t be used because heads and other limbs were
missing, or because the bikes were missing, and also because, in some cases,
entire images were also … well, missing. But finally, the long selection process
was done, and it was time to put them in order.
Then it came to the copy, which stymied me. What the hell is there to say
about the Pioneer Run that hasn’t already been said? There can’t be much. It’s
a bit like listening to the commentary of the Grand National. It’s the same spiel
every year, isn’t it? They just change the names of the horses.
After another desktop Atlantic crossing, it occurred to me that there was
nothing I could possibly say that would really do the event justice. It needed big
words for such a big event. Great words. Certainly bigger words than anything
I had in my lexicon. And it seemed that it needed words that had nothing to
do with crotchets and quavers and semibreves. It needed something … well,
poetic. Something that looked beyond the relatively (and I did say relatively)
mundane mechanics of the event. Something that went beyond valves and
conrods. Something that belonged not to this year, or next year or yesteryear,
but to any year. Something timeless, like the spirit of the run itself. Something
that you could think about when you’re next out on the open road, or just
sitting in the garage tuning your trombone.
It took a while to find all the quotable quotes and appropriately terse verse.
I wanted the whole package to be very British in feel (even though the odd
Yankee poet crept onto an online page), and I wanted it to say something not
only about motorcycling but also about life, and its inverse. Meaning death.
Then I wanted to stick an advert in the back to promote my new publishing
venture (which you can find at www.sump-publishing.co.uk.)
But beyond all that, I wanted to cobble together a book that might actually
inspire people to go on the run for themselves and sample the wonderfully
masochistic British experience of getting up on a cold, grey, blustery March
morning, travel X number of miles to Epsom, stand around for half an hour
or so until your number’s up, and then ride 40 miles or so on a ridiculously
old, long-past-its-sell-by-date Edwardian motorcycle only to end up standing
around a glorified car park in Brighton staring at a grey pier jutting out into an
even greyer and choppy English Channel. There can’t be many more uninspiring ways to spend an otherwise relaxing, peaceful (and warm) Sunday.
But each year hundreds of old, and not so old, fools do exactly that. And I’m
planning to be one of them sooner or later—and probably sooner if the Sunbeam
Club would consider moving the event forward a few months to round about
August. Or July even?
Anyway, for better or worse, the eBook is done. It’s no big deal really. Just a
stack of pictures accompanied by a little waffle from guys such as Shakespeare,
Tennyson and Auden (whoever they were). For those of you who haven’t seen
it, it’s a free download (courtesy of the Sunbeam Club see website) and can be
sent around the internet like a flu virus.
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Oops, bad analogy.
Alternately, you can find it on the Sump Publishing web site. Still free. If you
do download it, I hope you get as much from it as I did putting it together. If
not, it’s back to standing around a motorcycle and kicking the tyres and talking
nonsense about cams and pistons and clutch hubs.
It’s your call.

Danny DeFazio
Do You Want

F.W. Pinhard, Esq.

A PIONEER BIKE?
40, Church Road, Richmond, Surrey
Tuesday, 24th July, 1934

Dear Sir,
I wish to sell my 1900 Singer motor cycle which I purchased from Mr Brock
at the beginning of the year and should be very much obliged if you could put
me in touch with anyone who might buy it.
The price is £5.
Yours sincerely,
H.W. Littleton.
From an Advertisement of 1947
“Patent Curved Cylinder Bores
This is a “smashing” idea for eliminating piston slap, oil consumption,
reciprocating motion, or any sort of motion for that matter.”

But the advertiser was promoting round and parallel bores, highly finished by
skilled mechanics using up-to-date and specialised machinery!

Roy Plummer
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PERSONAL
The Trials section members, GSOH,
outgoing personality, would really like
to meet the V&V section members who
may be able to spare some time and
assist them in good “clean” fun.

Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs ‘Drive it Day’
A small number of Sunbeam Club members enjoyed a ride in the spring
sunshine for an informal meet at The Brenzett Aeronautical Museum on
Sunday 26th April. The museum contains a unique collection of wartime
equipment and remains recovered from various crash sites around the

Not looking for marriage, just casual fun
and games upto four times per year.
No pressure, no ties. Very casual
wear and stout shoes/boots essential.
Thermos or hip flasks and wooly hats
optional. No sandals.
Call Chris Mawer, 07710 211913

Drive it Day at Brenzett Aeronautical Museum
Romney Marsh area. The aeronautical museum is on the site of what was the
‘Ivychurch airstrip’ first used by Spitfire Mark IX’s of 122 Squadron. There
were two Polish squadrons based on the site as well as squadrons to combat
flying bombs. The museum has one of the largest bomb disposal equipment
displays in the U.K.
The exhibition is housed within the original buildings used as a hostel for
the Women’s Land Army during WW2 and part of the exhibition is dedicated
to those ladies.
Club members supporting Drive it Day included Stan Emery who arrived
on his B.S.A. Sloper outfit sporting a well concealed electric starter! Other
members included trials specialists Mike Holloway and his sister Joan
Westbrook on an A.J.S.
Also at the museum were the Bexhill 100 classic car club who were also
supporting the FBHVC Drive it Day.

MAIL SPARES
We sell British motorcycles
1900 to 1980
We need to buy these machines
- single items in large collections.
Any condition.
Also spares and associated items.
such as lights, signs, catalogues etc
Phone for a confidential discussion.

Ron Farthing
The Firs, Othery, Somerset TA7 0QS
Telephone: 01823 698305 Fax: 01823 698854
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Old Vehicles on the Road
At the A.G.M. Val Davies voiced her concern that in time all old vehicles could
be legislated off the road and I know some others share this view. May I give a
few pointers as to why I feel this is unlikely?
Firstly we have the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs to which most
old vehicle clubs belong from the smallest to the largest, including motorcycle,
car, commercial and steam. The Federation is run by a dedicated committee
covering all aspects who act most professionally with good contacts in high
places, including Westminster. They have lobbyists in this country and in
Europe to watch all laws in their embryonic stages as it is often in the wording
rather than the intention that old vehicles could be sidelined. Any contentious
issues when challenged by the Federation or FIVA have so far been withdrawn
or reworded to their complete satisfaction and reassured that there was no
hidden agenda or intention. One must also not overlook the fact that there is
a large club for oldish vehicles within Westminster, called the Parliamentary
Motor Club – say no more.
One of the most important features of the Federation work was the extensive
questionnaire they put to British clubs which resulted in their impressive 13
page research report of 1997 called Preserving the Past for the Future. It is too
lengthy to report here, but anyone who wishes to peruse may borrow my copy.
However, a few statistics could be interesting.
£1.6 billion in trade is generated by 25,000 people working in the historic
vehicle trade annually of which over £300 million is in exports
Britain is acknowledged as the world’s centre for many traditional historic
vehicle skills and crafts
Historic vehicles make up less than 2% of all licensed vehicles in the UK, each
travelling annually an average of only 1500 miles
Historic vehicles tend to make little, if any, measurable pollution
The combined monthly commercial readership figures of the four top historic
vehicle magazines is 2.6 million i.e. excluding club magazines
Any government should understand the meaning of these statistics which
will have enlarged in the interim, and that the movement is a powerful
employer and earner for the country.
To cap it all, a strong delegation from the Federation presented the findings of
this worthwhile survey to the House of Commons where it was well received,
proving that whatever party is in power there is a large voting clout should any
future government seek to foolishly restrain the use of old vehicles and its great
heritage.

Baz Staple
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Club Night Reports
April Club Night-Slide Show
Roy Plummer came up trumps by showing a number of slides with a varied
selection of old and not so old motorcycle pictures. It was interesting to
have recognition comments from our knowledgeable audience of men and
machines, plus of course, not so knowledgeable input from the comedians
amongst us.
Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club
Members, and can repeat free for several issues if requested.
Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please note this does not included business advertising.
Address and Contact
Numbers inside the front cover.

WANTED

WANTED

Chain driven late Veteran ie James,
P&M, Enfield, Sunbeam or WHY?

Veteran Machine anything
considered

Ian Young 01453 810929

John Hodson 01322 524567

BADGE COLLECTORS

WANTED

We have a small amount of
Pioneer Run Enamel Starters
Badges. 2001, 2005, 2006, 2007,
2008. Also a few programmes at
£1.00 each. Cheques to Sunbeam
MCC.

New Hudson: Can anybody put me
in touch with owner(s) of 1929 500cc
OHV model 86, to visit and discuss
shape/pattern of mudguards, exhaust,
silencers, chain case, tool box etc.

Ian McGill
(Address inside front Cover)

Martin Staple 01255 831285
or 07771 520450

Thanks Roy for a good evening.
May Club Night – Quiz
Not a subject for some who have an aversion to quizzes, nevertheless 6
teams of 5 persons each pitted their motorcycle knowledge over the various
questions. The winning team managed 29½ points out of a possible 40 with
two runner up teams at 29.
For prizes, Rowntrees did up a special edition of 10 Kitkats with the Sunbeam
crest on, but they were scoffed so rapidly no one noticed.

Baz Staple
New Members

The following people have just recently joined our Club.
Please give them a warm Sunbeam welcome.
John Coates (Hertfordshire)
Howard German (Middlesex)
Joyce Plant (Isle of Man)
Robert Rhodes (Dorset)
Sarah Rouse (Hertfordshire)
N Whiteley (Middlesex)

WANTED

LOST & FOUND

A new member requires a copy of
Churchill’s Book, The Sunbeam
Motor Cycle Club, The First 75 Years.

2x left hand riding gloves, a brass
rear spindle end (forecar or sidecar
wheel) and a hand air pump.

Replies to Baz Staple
(Contact details inside front cover)

Ian McGill
(Contact details inside front cover)
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Stephan Williams (Canada)

Peter Donaldson
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OFF THE SADDLE

By Peter Donaldson

The Pioneer Run. Another great success. The weather was brilliant at both ends
of the Run and we seem to have had more Sunbeam Club members riding then
before, everyone had a smile on their face, what more could one ask?
The Thursday afterwards went down with Club Member Dick Castleton to
ride in the Bexleyheath Club's Trail Ride at Crowborough. The local Council
has been progressing a campaign of loose stone surfacing By Ways in the area
which makes the going considerably eased but takes away some of the fun of
riding. One part that the Council had not touched was the Section from the old
National Works supported Southern Trial, Redgate Mill. Due to water erosion
this has got progressively more difficult to ride over the years, but disaster, the
four wheel mob had found it, worked on it by widening and filling in the deep
water eroded track that was the section and from our point of view ruined a
real great bit of Trials going. Motorcycling went on the back burner for the
next month as I built up to the shock of a 70th birthday, which included, to me,
a real surprise Birthday Party which my two kids orchestrated, a great cross
section of neighbours, friends, relations and included three Sunbeam Club
Trials members, Chris Mawer, Joan Westbrook and Mike Holloway. I had
been staying with my sister who lives in deepest Sussex and my brother-inlaw John, with whom I went to school, and I had had a real filthy day having
climbed the afore mentioned muddy Redgate Mill Section and then explored
a river where he had just joined a fishing Club, and we had clambered up and
down muddy banks. Then after lunch we cleared old leaves out of his gutters
and then sawed down a large double tree, I got home in filthy clothes ready
for a shower and change to find my house full of party guests, leaving me no
time to change or for that matter wash. John turned up with family to the party
after a fast shower and change 10 minutes behind me. I suppose it is lucky that
everyone who knows me is used to me being a scruff.
To prove growing ancient is a load of rubbish was out a week later on
the Yamaha Serrow in the Sidcup Long Distance Trial starting at Swanley.
Covered just under 120 miles, about a third of it off road. A very good event,
well done Sidcup Club, but not a fairy tale ride and a fortnight on and both I
and the 'bike are still suffering. Felt that I had a diabolical ride but the results
showed me up as coming half way down the result sheet, we all rode the same
sections and there were people riding on a level standing with me a quarter
of my age.
Following Wednesday went as the Club's representative to the quarterly
SE Centre ACU Meeting and can only describe it as a boring evening. There
seems to be too much us and them with ACU Rugby and a continuing hate
campaign with the ACU central chairman. Add to that gloom the way that
much of motorcycle Sport seems to be going. Makes one feel that we have
enjoyed the best of the days of carefree riding be it on or off road. Centres are
being reduced to just running Trials and little else, that all being run by ACU
Rugby, plus even with Trials we are being dictated to in a growing degree not
only by the FIM and ACU Rugby but Political bodies, in the broadest sense,
from outside of the Sport. UGH!
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A Visit to the VMCC Library at Allen House
I recently had cause to visit the VMCC’s library at Allen House, Burton-uponTrent in search of information regarding the motorcycle history I am attempting to write. I was not sure what to expect from the library but when I got there
I was most favourably impressed.
The library has over 70,000 items on all aspects of motorcycling and this
includes books, programmes, journals, spares catalogues, handbooks, parts
lists and some company records. The library must contain the most comprehensive collection of documents on motorcycling in the UK if not the world!
For example, the library contains almost complete runs of the main motorcycling journals including The Motor Cycle from 1903, The Motor from 1902 and
Motor Cycling from 1909. In addition a large collection of marque histories
is held including some early and obscure makes. A couple of gems that they
hold, that I had heard about but not seen before, are the Motor Cycle Index of
Fletcher and Sons which contains details from 1914 and Stone & Cox, Motor
Prices 1928, both essential reading for marque enthusiasts.
Despite having used many other information sources in the past including
the Public Record Office, Newspaper Library at Colindale, Ricky Howard’s
collection of documents, county archive offices and local libraries and spending many years over the work, I did not come away from the VMCC library
empty handed. I discovered additional articles, details of machines I did not
know about and prices of early machines. I realise now that the VMCC library
should have been the first place I consulted!
When delving into old motorcycling records it is not unusual to find
something of interest but totally unexpected, and I was not disappointed.
Whilst searching The Motor Cycle for 1911 I came across the Club News
Section and discovered that a great uncle had set up the Chesterfield and
District Motorcycle Club and another great uncle was trials secretary of that
club and also won a local hill climb at Stanage on a 3 ½ hp Bradbury TT
model, his choice of bike seems appropriate as the Bradbury was advertised
at the time as the finest hill climber (power for power) ever made. I knew
the old uncles were interested in bikes but I was not aware that they were so
involved.
The librarian, Annice Collett, is very knowledgeable on the subject of motorcycles and most helpful. I recommend that you visit the library if you are at all
interest in the history of motorcycling. You don’t even have to be a member of
the VMCC to be assured a welcome.

John Hodson

EVENTS CALENDAR 2009
7th June

15th Rose of the Shires

Stoke Bruerne,
Northants

Pre 1931

contact – Barry Care 01604-646818

21st to 28th June

26th Welsh Week

Aberystwyth

Closed to
Club pre ’31

contact – Colin Bentham-01761-241516

21st June

Dick Little British Bike
Trial

Bagshot Heath

Centre
Restricted

Headcorn-Kent

Pre 1931

Beaulieu-Hants

Pre 1931

contact – – Chris Mawer 01525-384962

12th July

21st Garden of England Run

contact – Tony Lloyd 01737-555413

9th August

47th Graham Walker Run

contact – Ian McGill 01293-771446

9th August

Gordon Jackson Trial

Billingshurst
West Sussex

Star Group

contact – Chris Mawer 01525-384962

15th/16th August

Testers Run

Wolverhampton

Pre 1940

Stedham-Sussex

National

contact – Trevor Davies 01952-691231

6th September

51st Greybeards Trial

contact – – Chris Mawer 01525-384962

13th September

2nd Constable Run

Suffolk

Pre 1931

Warks/Northants

Pre 1915

contact – Chris Stiles-01206-262831

20th September

Sunbeam Sept Challenge

contact – Barry Care 01604-646818

13th December

Southern Experts Trial

Somerset

National

contact – Chris Mawer 01525-384962

Hon: Secretary, Ian D.McGill. 01293-771446. acsociable@tiscali.co.uk
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Sunbeam Club Regalia
Please send your orders to Peter Donaldson - his address is on the inside front cover
of this magazine.
£10 (includes p&p)
*NEW* Hi-Vis Jerkins
Lightweight safety overvests, manufactured to BS EN471 Class 2. In Saturn yellow
with 2 band and brace “Scotchlite” reflective tape lines. They are zip-fronted, have an
ID pocket and a small club logo on the front, a large club logo on the back so now people
can see you. Fits over your existing jacket, so needs to be about 2 sizes up on that size
to allow complete freedom of movement
Sizes: 2XL, 3XL

Fleece Jackets

£18 (+p&p £2.50)
These high warmth, lightweight, fleece jackets have elasticated cuffs; a full-length
zip-fastener and two pockets in black and an embroidered Club logo on the left breast.
they will fit under most motorcycle clothing, and should keep you nice and warm
whilst working in cold garages, or wandering around the paddock at a trials meeting.
Fantastic quality at a low price
Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL

Rugby Shirts
£18 (+p&p £2.00)
These are lightweight, warm black “Kustom kit” long-sleeved rugby shirts with embroidered Club logo. Ideal for those times when short sleeves just won’t do.
Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL
Polo Shirts
£12.50 (+p&p £2.00)
Quality lightweight black polo shirt with embroidered Club logo, short sleeves. Great
casual wear
Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL
Sweatshirts
£16 (+p&p £2.50)
Warm,black, high quality “Fruit of the Loom” sweatshirt with embroidered Club logo.
For those extra cold days, can be worn under your fleece jacket or over one of the rugby
shirts. “Snug as a bug in a rug.”
Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL
Trials T-Shirts
£8.50 (+p&p £2.00)
Leightweight, black, long-sleeved T-shirt with embroidered Club logo. Stylish and
smart a la “trials rider”
Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL
T-Shirts

£7 (+p&p £2.00) ***NOW ALSO IN YELLOW***
High quality, short-sleeved T-shirt with embroidered Club logo.
Sizes: M,L,XL,XXL
Baseball Caps
£7.50 (includes p&p)
People lose 30% of their body heat through their heads, so lag your noggin this winter.
High quality “Beechfield” caps, with embroidered Club logo and a strong metal
fastener / adjuster.
Sizes: adjustable
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Club Ties
£7.50 (includes p&p)
Dark blue “Roberto of London” polyester neck tie, with two gold lines and Club logo.
Lapel Badges
£2.50 (inc p&p)
A neat, discreet circular pin badge for lapels or bike jacket pockets
Cloth Badges
£4.50 (inc p&p)
A circular black embroidered badge for blazers and jackets
Vehicle Badges
£8.50 (inc p&p)
Triangular metal vehicle badge with Club logo for bike or car
Sticky Badges
£1 (inc p&p)
Circular, sticky-backed, plastic printed badge in black and gold for your car windows
or motorcycle topbox
*NEW*Car Window Stickers £1.50 (inc p&p)
Rectangular cohesive plastic printed in black on a yellow background. Just the ticket!

NEW REGALIA LINES
YELLOW T-SHIRT
Though the Club Regalia lines have traditionally followed a yellow on
black format, some 6 years ago we produced a line of Sweat Shirts which
were black on yellow to commemorate the Club's Trials winning of the Star
Group Championship. These were a success and I still wear mine when
riding in Trials.
Now, for no specific reason other than the popularity of this format a few
years back, we have got and offer various sizes of a light weight short
sleeve T shirt with a black Club badge stitched on a yellow shirt at £7 plus
£2 P&P.
How about giving it a trial?
HI-VIS JERKINS to be carried in the car
In response to recent comments about members riding in events with other
clubs vests, we have just commissioned a number of High Visibility Jerkins.
Well made to British Standards, bright and lightweight - also useful carried
in your car in case of a breakdown, puncture or accident. It may also interest
you to note that in many EU countries, a safety vest is now legally required
for each person (not just the driver) travelling in your car in the event of an
emergency.
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THE SUNBEAM MOTOR CYCLE CLUB Ltd
Membership Application Form
Founded 1924

The main interests of the Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club are in the Pioneer,
Veteran & Vintage and Sporting Trials fields
Member of the FBHVC

Affiliated to the SE Centre ACU

Membership open to riders and drivers of all makes of vehicles
I wish to join the Sunbeam MCC and agree to be bound by its Rules.
I agree to my name and address being held on a computer database for Club use only.
I enclose remittance as follows…
ITEM
Individual Membership
Family Membership (full member plus 1 other person) See Note 1
The Sporting Motorcyclist (Trials) See Note 2
Black and Gold Cloth Club Badge
Circular Sticker Badge for Vehicle
Enamel Badge for Vehicle
Rectangular Window Sticker for Car
Lapel Badge
Club Tie
Fleece Jackets with Embroidered Badge (M – 2XL)
Long Sleeve Rugby Shirt, Black with Embroidered Badge (M - 2XL)
Sweatshirt with Embroidered Badge (L - 2XL)
Short Sleeve Polo Shirt, Black with Embroidered Badge (M – 2XL)
Long Sleeve Trials T-Shirt, Black with Embroidered Badge (M - 2XL)
Short Sleeve T-Shirt (also in Yellow) with Embroidered Badge (M – 2XL)
High Vis Jerkin (in Yellow) with Badge & Motto (2XL – 3XL)
Quality Baseball Cap, Black with Embroidered Badge (adjustable)

QTY

COST

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

£15.00
£20.00
£15.00
£4.00
£1.00
£7.50
£1.50
£2.50
£6.50
£18.00
£18.00
£16.00
£12.50
£8.50
£7.00
£9.00
£6.50

P&P

+£0.50
+£1.00

+£1.00
+£2.50
+£2.00
+£2.50
+£2.00
+£2.00
+£2.00
+£1.00
+£1.00

TOTAL
NOTES:
1. Family membership is not applicable to members who both drive machines. Individual memberships are
required for riding members.
2. If you intend competing regularly (that is, a minimum of ten times per year) as a Sunbeam member in Sporting
Trials, the Club will supply a Sporting Motorcyclist at a charge of £13.00 per year. The balance of the costs will
be met by the Club.

* Name……………………………………………………

* Date………………......................

* Address …………………………………………………………………………......................
..………………………………………………………………………………………...
* Post Code

Telephone

Email ………………………………………………………………………………......................
* Signature……………………………………………………

* indicates required information

When completed, please send to …

Peter Donaldson, 28 Lesney Park Road, Erith, Kent DA8 3DG

Tel: (01322) 332087

STAMPS ARE ALWAYS GREATLY APPR ECIATED WITH ALL CORRESPONDENCE
Visit the Club Website at http://www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk or email us at membership@sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
The Sunbeam Motor Cycle Club – Always Ahead
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